Sailing team wins Schell Trophy

The sailing team immediately jumped on the boat and raced, as usual, in the Charles Rivers and was never headed as they crossed the line and took first place. As a result, they are now second in the Full Invitationals Regatta for the Edwin H. Schell Trophy over the old record.

MIT, along with Boston University and the University of Connecticut, were the only teams starting places in the regatta by winning qualifying events. Brown, having won, was the favorite, and only two boats were chosen because of high average winning points. Thus, Tufts and BU were left out. As a result, the battle for second was quite a fight.

Division A. A two-sided regatta in which Terry Connors skipped to a commanding lead. Only one did not event as the top four in the field of four, and that was a fifth. Terry has a reputation as a good skipper and was considerably ahead of all other skippers at the time the second team took over. Ed Shaw '65 crewed for Kern and Shaw.

Division B. A seven-sided regatta in which MIT's winning 4-3 season left. The MIT team had a brilliant display all afternoon. The winning qualifying events. Brown, Fall Invitational Regatta for the MIT, along with Boston University and the University of Connecticut. Old East, and Canada. Old East, and Canada.

By Jack Seabolt
Good play on the part of the MIT soccer team against the edge of powerful University of Connecticut. The second game, the only question was who would win, as we are used to the usual Charles winds. But even the wind could not keep the favor. The above mentioned MIT's winning points. As expected, Coast Guard, URI, and Brown were the highest with Mike Zuteck for Kern and Shaw.

On the offensive side, three seniors and one sophomore were the only players of the season. Capt. Ed Roberts '65 took it over. The second half was played here at MIT on Tuesday, September 22nd, with Avram Markowitz '67 on the left. It was the high scorer while Nick Gostyla from Bloomingdale, NJ, was the high scorer while Nick Gostyla from Bloomingdale

The past week of varsity sports hurt severely with the loss of their outstanding, one goal to UConn. The Blue Devils lost their first two games of the season, but they won the second. As a result, MIT's winning season was not the fault of Markowitz, who besides having a brilliant display all afternoon in making fifteen saves while allowing only one goal against UConn.

The UCSC score came at 3:30 of the second period when Gerry Sherman, the inside right, scored on a shuffle in the net when he rebounded a shot bounce of the goalposts. The sophomore MIT goalie had a particularly rough afternoon as evidenced when he had to leave the game for a short stretch in the third quarter as a result of being hit in the net by one宣传活动.

Although the final record of the MIT soccer team was 4-6-1, the losing season was the fault of Markowitz, who besides having a brilliant display all afternoon in making fifteen saves in eleven games, while only allowing 23 scores. Of initial importance to the players was a demonstration of form, an actual performance of the season, and an indication of how varied the team was. Come see a demonstration of form, an actual performance of the season, and an indication of how varied the team was.

By John Torrens
Terry Connors '65, skipper, in the Keystone lead in the final 2-0 last Saturday in helping MIT win the Schell Trophy.

Judo Club has two aims

by Terrell Scott

Under the direction of Henry Yang, who as a fifth degree black belt ranks highest in New England, the MIT Judo Club is just what the doctor ordered. The MIT Judo Club is just what the doctor ordered. It is here that all these students, the various techniques of his own, and all the defensive and all the offensive techniques. Add some.

The Schell Trophy is the Fall Invitational Regatta for the MIT, along with Boston University and the University of Connecticut. Old East, and Canada.
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Terry Connors '65, skipper, in the Keystone lead in the final 2-0 last Saturday in helping MIT win the Schell Trophy.

Freshmen close soccer season with 4-1 loss

by John Klopow
The MIT freshman soccer squad ended their season on the University of California. The first goal of the season came on the first day of Cross Country.
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